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It may therefore be important, in some oases, to take account of tne 
structural dampmg present in a model and of its influence on the mod?1 
flutter characteristics. For a prediction n+xlel tne dzmping should 
ideally be related to that of the -craft; a logical relation ~~0~3 seem 
to be t&t the damping in any pertxcular mode should be the same proportion 
of the critical damping in that mciie as it 1s for tne aircraft in the corres- 
ponding mode. If the structural &ping in the model cannot he regulated 
but is signifioantly different from that of tne aircraft, then some theore- 
tical allowance for its effect on the flutter characteristics must be made. 
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1 Intro&ction 

Models kave been used in the investigatzon of aero-elastic problems 
since these problems first arose. The subject is so complex that me have 
had to rely very much on experimental a&hods, either as a control on theory 
or t@ provide information In the absence of theory. In recent years the 
subject has becnme even more complicated, due to the dvent of transonic and. 
~upersonx airspeeds and to the Increasing compiexity of sircraft structures, 
and models are being used more and more 1n thz.s wo&. 

Of the aem-elas:lc problems flutter 1s the nest complex, and it J.S for 
flutter invedzgations that models are used to the greatest extent. In 
flutter a structural oscillatlan of the aircraft 1s main+zi.nec? by the aerc- 
dynsmic perturbations arising from the oscillation, which by the standard 
haear theory becomes divergent above a certoln critical airspeed. A model 
test designed to reproduce this phenomenon nust therefore a&equ&ely 
represent the aerodyne&c, structural, and dynamic characteristics of the 
phenomenon, For other aero-elastic phenomena of a quasi-static nature - 
sah as aivergenoe and loss of co&rid power - the dynamic ckaractenstic is 
absent and the type of model required 1s correspondingly simplified. 
Similarly, vibration models involve no aerodynamic characteristzc. In this 
paper attention is confined to the flutter model, as it embraces all the 
features that are involved In aero-elastic modelf. 

Flutter models can be cLassifi.ed into two broad groups, according to 
the purpose for wh-kch they are used. 

A. Research mdels, which do not represent any part%ular slmraf't and are 
only brolly representative of full scale designs. They are used for the 
followl.ng purposes:- 

(1) To asslat in the understeding of a particular problem, for 
example to demonstrate \tiot type s of flutter may occur mth a particular 
type of configuration. 

(2) To provide an experimental. comparison with theory. 

(3) To provide general design information on the flutter trends that 
occur with vsriat>ons m certain parameters, for exsmple the effect of 
sweepback on wing flutter. 

B. Prefiiction models, tilioh are use6 to predict the flutter zhnracter- 
Istic- c/ of particular full-scale dcsqns. These models may be classified 
into two sub-groups, according to the basis of repre,ent&ion:- 

(I) Nodels base3 on atheoretzcal representation of the fill scale 
design, 1s use5 in the full scele flutter calcdations. The node1 
tests WE thenused primerrly as a check on the resdts of the flutter 
calculations. 

(2) Models based on the actual f?ull scale design and intended to 
predict the flutter characteristics airectly. 

Models in class B are relatea to the full scale designs which they 
represent by certoln scale relationships, snd the fill scale flutter 
oharacterlstlcs are derived from the model charaL+zed.stics by these same 
scale relationships. 

In *at follows, the scale relationships for the design of prealotlon 
models are first derive& Brief descripr;zons are thengiven of the verlous 
types of flutter model, according to their construction, with an indication 
of their main uses. The types of flutter model described ere those known 
to the author, 
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2 Notation 

a matrix of non-dimensional inertia coeffioients 

%i typical element of matrix a 

b matrix of non-dimens3.onsl aerodynamic dmping coefficients 

c matrix of non-dimensional ~erodynanic stiffness coefficients 

e makrix of non-Pimensional structural stiffness coefficients 

eii ty&al element of matrix e 

E modulus of elasticity 

(EI) representative value of EI 

Fi 
I 

k 

e. 

Sm 

Ed 

9 

t 

v 

Y 

r 

A 

P 

Y 

w 

ei 

P 

mode function for the ith degree of freedom 

moment of inertia cf a transverse section 

additional scale factor on transverse thickness 

representative length for a:rcpaft 

element of mass 

representative mass 

column ,matrti of generalised non-dimensional co-ordmates 

transverse thickness of skin, webs, etc. 

airspeed for critical flutter condz.tlon 

material. aekty 

non-aimensional co-or&late measured along Mng, fusekage, etc. 

scale factor on overall dimension (aircraft length/model length) 

kinetic viscosity of fluid medium (coefficient of visc0sity/density) 

frequency parsmeter (= 6%/V) 

fiqmnc~ (in angular measure) 

natural frequency of the ith mode 

density of fwa raearm 
Subscripts 

A denotes value for aircraft 

IdI denotes value for model 

3 Scale relationships for prediction models 

The scale relationships for flutter models can be established very simply 
by the well knows method of hypothetically defining the significant parameters 
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involved and applying dimensional analysis. In this paper, however, they 
are derived on the basis of the flutter equations; although this derivation 
takes a little longer to present, certzun features of the model representa- 
tion are, in the author's view, more clearly brought olt. 

The flutter equations can be written in non-dimensionel form as the 
matr2.x equation 

(- 2 Y a + ivb t c+e)q = 0 (1) 

where a, b, cj e are non-dimensional square matrices of inertia, aero- 
dynem~c dsm$ing, aerodynamic stiffness, and structural stiffness coefficients 
respectively. q is a column matrj: of non-dimensional generalised co- 
ordinates ana " 1s the frequency parameter. The order of the matrices is 
equal to the number of degrees of freedoin involved. 

We oonsider a model which reproduces, on a non-dimensional basis, the 
flutter characteristics of a full scale design. Clearly, the flutter 
equations (1) m@t apply equally to both, The first requirements for the 
model are that it should be geometrw~elly similar to the full scale design 
in external shape, and that its mass and stiffness distributions should be 
the same as those of the full scale design. The model should else be pro- 
vided with the appropriate bodily freedoms, or at least as mary of them as 
are considered to be imports&. As a consequence of these reqoirements, it 
follow that the rormalised natural modes of vibration till be identical for 
model am3 fW.1 scale. 

We consider the case where the flutter equations are based on the 
natural modes of vibration as the degrees of freedom, in which case the 
matrices a and e ~611 be diagonal. The aerodynemio matrices b and c 

are functions of non-dimensional geometric parameters and of the normalised 
modal displacements, all of which are identi.cal for model and fill scde. 
They are also functions of non- dimensional aerodgwmic derivatives or 
influence coefficients that in the general case are dependent 3n frequency 
parsmeter and Xach number, and to some extent on Reynolds rnmmber. 

If the matriws a 3rd e me identrcsl for 1ra3del -ina full scale, it 
folio-zs that, under the same conditions of Reynolds num3er and Maoh number, 
the flutter condit;ono of the model and full scale will, be represented by 
identical solutions of equations (I), and that the frequency parameter will 
be the same for both. 

A typical (diagonal) element of tne matrix a is of the form 

I- 
aii = - 

? P.e3 .-I 

Pi2 6m . 

For the matrix e the corresponding element will in general be a 
fun&ion of both the flexural and torsional rlgidzties of the structure. 
Slnoe these will >e in the same ratio for the model as for the aircraft, it 
is sufficient to consider, for the present purpose, say a purely flexurel 
mode, for which eil is of the form 

1 
eil s ( aFFi ,2” =- EI -, 

p ev ar12/ 
all . (3) 
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Since Fi and q are invariant between model and aircraft, and since 
smPYe2t and ICC&t, 3 t being a representative transverse thicknm,-ss of 
the stnxtural material (skin, webs, etc.) then for the au-craft 

TA (a..)* m -@-cc---.t 
PAC' pA 6 

leil)A a 
EAIA EA t "----g.(, P 

PA'h 

(4.1 

(5) . 

For the model, we considsr first "h Li 
the aircraff is repro?~uced 

e case where the structural lqout of 
If the overall dimensions 

are scaled by the factor 
exsctly in the mdel. 

'/X(X = 
and trsnsvcrse I,hi&ness by the factor 

For the a and e matrxes to he identical for modeland aircraft, 
therefore, 

Equdity of Reynolds number (v8/l) requires that 

Rith k = 1 (moclel thickness to ssme scale as overall dimeensions), 
relatxonships (S), (9) and (IO) become the fsmLk- basso relatxonsbips 
derived by dunensional analysis. 

To summarue, the basic oondltxons for the mdel are 
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(I) The overall external and 
to that of the aircraft (model dimenswns 
moae1 thicknesses = 

(2) The model mass and stiffness distributions are the same as for the 
awcraft, and the appropr~nte bodily freedoms are present, 

(3) The scale relatlonships (8), (9) and (IO) are complied with. 

As a cocsequence 3f these conditions, the frequemy parameter (u&/V) 
will be the same for model and. .zwcraft, from which the frequency ratlo will 
be 

It can easily be shown that the n&Ural frequencies of aircraft and 
moaei in a corresponding mode are related by 

us% (8) ani: (91, relationship (12) becomes, vdth (II), 

(42) 

(13) 

showing that the flutter frequencies we in the same ratlo as the natural 
frequencies, 

Some consderatlon 1s now given to the exten: to ivhlch the baszc condi- 
tions can be met. It ~~11 be assumed that the model is to be sdler than 
the asrcraft (h ,I). If the model speed 1s to be smaller than the aircraft 
speed (V, < VA), then rola%lonsbip (10) requires a lower kinetic viscosity 
for the model thsn fcr the wraft, duch can be aohleved in a compressed 
a3.r tunnel. It is usual, however, to ignore condition ('IO) On the assuruption 
that Reynolds number has a comparatively smdl effect on the flutter 
characteristics. 

If the model is tezted in air at the fill scale density (pa6 = PA) 
relationship (8) becomes kYkl = YA, which determines the value of k for 
a given model dcnslty. With k = 1 (model thlckness reduced by same scale 
as the overall dimensions) relationship (8) could normally be satisfied only 
by testing at a different density. 

The speed ratio can be obtained from (9); or, alternatlvely, by com- 
bldng (8) o.n.d (9:, It is obtained m terms of the structural elastw 
modulus-density ratios, snd in this fan 1s independent of k, thus 

(14) 

At the same time, relationship (9) shows that, for gzven aircraf$ prupertles 
@A, EA, VA), the lowest achievable model d.yn.mnic pressure (~VM ) is 
directly proportional to the model stiffness. 
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TJ complete the aerodynemic similarity, the model test&oh number should 
be the ssme as the aircraft &oh number. For highMach numbers the model mey 
be tested 1~1 a high speed tunnel or on rockets, when a ccrrespondingly high 
model stiffness will be required; or the nmdelmay se tested in a different 
medium, such as freon, in which high biwh numbers can be obtazned at relatively 
lower aynarmc pressures. Nach number sirmlarnty is not always obligatory, 
however. Low speed wind tunnel tests are the most convenient to perform and 
larger moaols can usually be used; it is theretire common praotice to investigate 
the comparative flutter charaoteristics of the various stzuctursl and loading 
configzations of sn aircr.A't by 10~: speed model tests, and then to test the 
most unfavourable configuration on a high speed model at reRresentatiac ldach 
numbers. Alternatively, in oaseo where high speed tests cannot be made, the 
low speed tests may be used to check theoretical oalculations, and then "he 
Mach number effect applied. (as accurately as possible) through the calculations. 

Relationships (8) old (5) apply to the case where the aircrafi structural 
layout is reproduced in the model. In oases where the aircraft strwture is 
simulated by a different type of structure in the model, the corresponding 
relationships derived from (2) and (3) are 

(15) 

where &I is a representative mass in the sens< that @ is the s;lme for model 
and. aircraft, and similarly for the rigidity EI. Con%tion (2 of page 7 mst 
of course still be met. The relationships corresponding to (I& and (15) 
become 

from thioh relationship (13) is again derived. 

4 mes of models 

Various types of motels ml1 now be described, classified broadly according 
to their method of construction. There are many methods of constructing aero- 
elastic models, and any classification is bound to be some-&at arbitrary. The 
broad classifications adopted here are the following: flexible skin models, 
segmented aemfoilmodels, stressed skin models, 
models. 

solid models, and semi-rigid 

4.1 Flexible skin models 

In these models the external skin covering is very flexible compared with 
the internal structure and makes a negligible contribution to the total 
stiffness. 
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A simple form of the construction that has been used at the R.&E. 
consists of a wooden framework covered vnth a skin of silk doped with a 
solution of Vaseline in chloroform. The wooden framework is male up of one 
or two spars with uniformly spaced ribs, A diagram of such a model~s shown 
in Fig.?, and a photograph of a model in a test rig IS shown in Flg.2. Any 
desired mass distribution 1s obtzuner? by f!~xing suitable lead weights to the 
wooden structure. 

The construction of this type of model is similar to that of aircraft 
wings of twenty or more years ago, and these models Acre at one time usea 
as prediction models, Examples of their use were the models used to predict 
the flutter characteristics of the Fuss Noth and Gsmeoock aeroplanes. 
Nowadays, these models arc used mainly for research tests. They are easily 
constructed and will survive a surprisingly large rnunber of flutter tests, 
For instance, a model used at tee R.A.E. to investzgate the effect of large 
localised masses on ning flutter survived one thousand flutter tests. 

The mazn &s&vantage of these models for research tests is that 
structural stiffness changes cLannot easily be maze to them. To investigate 
such changes it CLS usually necesswy to biuld a semes of Sfferent models, 
Also, at airspeeds higher than about 200 ft per sea excessive ballooning of 
the skin is liable to occur, and this limits the use of these models to low 
speed tests. 

4.2 Semnented acrofoil models 

The essential structure of this type of model is a single mocden or 
metal spar, to which solid segments are attached to provide the external 
contour. The segments are made of a very low density material, either balsa 
~ir~od or plastic, end are fixed to the spar by single point attachments so 
that the segments contribute no stiffness to the spar. The narrowgaps 
betvraen the segments are then covered by strips of thin sheet rubber. A 
diagrem of a segment4 wing model recently constructed at the R.A.E. 1s 
shown In Fig. 3. 

This type of model appears to have a fairly v&e application, though 
experience Ifl its use is relatively small. Different mass ard stiffness 
distributions are obtsined by making different spas, but the same segments 
can be used with each spar. Structural parameter variations can thus be 
made f'mrly easily, and these models are therefore very suitable for research 
tests. At the same time they also have a good application as prediction 
models, since the spars can be made to represent the essentialcharacter- 
istics of an aircraft structure, base3 on theoretical design values 
(group B(l) of section 1); in particular, structural discontinuities such 
as cut-outs for undercarriage wheel bays can be represented in the model 
spar. These models do not suffer from &in ballooning and are therefore 
not limited to low speed tests. The main uncertarnty with them is that 
concerned with the aerodynamic effect of the disoontinuities or steps that 
occur between the segments as the model deforms. This effect would, of 
course, be lessened the greater the number of segments used. 

In an alternative form of the construction the external contour is 
built up as a sol3 structure integral vtith the spar, and this structure 
1s subsewently cllviaed into segments by slots running to the spar. This 
en&les mdels to be constructed more easily and quickly, but the segments 
contribute m some measure to the total stiffness, which becomes less 
controllable. ik%lels of this type have been tested on rockets up to 
supersonic speec?s. 
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As the name implies, the construction of these models IS sunilar to that 
of modern aircraft in that the skin is a major stress carrier under load and 
contributes largely to the total stiffness. This type of moaei 1s msx~lyused 
for predrction tests 9here a close representation of the aircraft structure is 
required snd the effect of varying structural parameters is to be investigated 
to a minor extent only, if at all. As these models ,are comparatively difficult 
to construct they are not generally used for tests where structural parameters 
are to be varied extensively, 

The internal strxture of the model may vary from a solid "filler" to the 
more conventional rib-spar structure. ?Jodels with a single spar combined with 
solid "fbller" are probably the easiest to construct of those tk,at can be used 
for predlotion tests. There is a lovrer limit to the model skin thickness that 
COJI be used, because of buckling and menufacturing tifficulties, end if the 
mater& used is the &me as that of the amxzraft (I.e. metal or wood) it is 
generally found that even with the lowest &in thickness possible the model 
stiffness is so high that the model is suitable only for high speed tests, 
This is no disadvantege if complete representation is reqxzed, but afit is 
desired to make low speed tests on a prediction model thas type of model 
presents some difficulty. 

One vmy out of the difficulty that has been tries is to use a plastic 
material for the model. In England some stressed skin models have been made 
in the plastic Xylonite, whose elastic and shear moduli are in approximately 
the ssme ratio as those of aluminium alloy but the absolute values are muoh 
lower. This enables Xylenite models to be made with reasonable skin thick- 
nesses but wilh overall stiffnesses low enough for low speed tests, h notable 
exsmple of this type of model was that of a delta winged aircraft made by 
BoultonPaul Aircraft Ltd. (A photograph of this model is shown in Fig.4.) 
In this case the model structure was a complete replica of the aircraft 
structure, even to small a+ids. The modei span was 5 ft, the overall scsle 
factor (l/x) 0.186, the skin thickness scale factor (k/d 0.391, and the speed 
ratio achieved was Q/VA = l/3.06. 

The dieadvanteges ofXy1onit.e are that its stiffness is appreciably 
affected by temperature and humidity changes, end that creep of the material 
owurs under load. These properties at-e obviously undesirable for fiutter 
work. Xylonite is also highly inflsmmable. Another plastic, Viniaur, was 
used for models in Germany during the last war; it is less susceptible to 
temperature, humidity, and creep effects, but is more brittle. It appears 
that both Xylorute and Vinidur models are liable to fail at comparatively low 
ampli%Zies of oscillation, aa special precautions are particularly necessary 
wzth them, 

Stressed skin research models with skins of aluminium alloy, plywood, and 
perspex, combined with a single spar and solid "filler", have been tested at 
the R.A.E. on rockets through the trsnsonic speed range. Fig.5 shows the 
construction of these models, and Figs.6 and 7 show the assembly on the rocket. 

4.4 S0lia maels 

This class of m&els covers all those ijhich have a solid internal 
structure but which do not possess a separate stress-carrying skin. Stressed 
skin models with a solid internal strxture, already described in section 4.3, 
are thus excluded. 

The simplest type of solid model is that which is made fram a piece of 
homogeneous material, usually metal or mea. Such models are probably the 
easiest to marmfacture, but are generally used only as research modeis since 
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they cannot usually be made reiwzsentatlve of aircraft structures. They are, 
hovwer, eminently suitabk as predxtxm models for the aerodynamic surfaces 
of guided missiles, \*ich are often made in a sirmlar way. The stiffnesses 
of these solid models are usually such ds to restrict their use to high test 
qmeds. 

These models may be given a representative aemdynandc contour, or, in 
their suplest form, they may be made from flat metal plate with the leading 
and trailing cages rounde? off. Flat plate models are particularly easy to 
construct, an3 they have beenused extensively in America for general 
research tests at high speeds. In Britain they have been used very little, 
as IL is considered that, even for research tests, they are too unrepresen- 
tatlve of arrcraft constructions, In the author's opinion, however, they 
have a usefil application In research tests where the main purpose is to 
obtain compariscns betwaen cxperlr;mnt and theory. In other words, Oath 
reference to th< model woups deslgnate6 in section 1, flat plate models are 
unsuitable for groups A 1) r 
grow A(2) * 

and A(3), but may ba usefully employed m 

Methods have been considered of making solid models more representative 
of aircraft structures. Two recent examples from Amerzca are mnterestlng. 
The first 1s a simple aevclo~ent of the flat plate or machined metal solid 
model; the solid model IS first made, snd then a number of holes are drilled 
thrcugh the model. By vsqzng the mber, location, and size of the holes, 
dzfferent stltiess characteristics can be obtained, and stiffness charac- 
teristics that ar? frurly representative of tircraft structures can be 
achieves. The holes are subsequently filled m TLth a plastic "fzller" to 
preserve the aerodynamic contour. Fig.8 illustrates a typical model of thus 
type. It is doubtful whebhey such models could be employed as prediction 
models, but they enable solid models to be used for research tests 11~ which 
stmctural parameters are varied oslth a gzven aerodyn3mic contour. 

The sccona axmple is a fairly cl&orate attempt to build a prediction 
model of a delta wing. A lattice structure of wooden spars (see Fig.9) forms 
the basic stnrcture of the model, and the required stiffness characteristics 
of the model are presented in the form of mfluer~c coefficients for psrti- 
cular points of the lattice. An influence coefficient 31 this connectron is 
defused as the deflection at OPS point of a structure due to unit load 
applied at another point, and the stiffness chwacterlctics of a structure 
can be representea by the influence coefficients for an array of points 
presented in the form of a square symmetric matrix. The influence coeffi- 
clents ior the prediction model are derived fmm those for the aircraft by 
scale relationships similar to those presented in Section 2. In this 
particular example the required model influence coeffiiclents are obtained 
by successive adJustme& of the spar thicknesses, the Influence coefficients 
being measured at each stage. Finally, the spaces between the spars are 
filled in wzth balsa wood to provide the aerodynamzc contour. The process, 
though attractive in principle, is rather laborious in practice. 

4.5 San-r~gx3 models 

These constltuts a rather special class. A semi-rigid model is 
designed to deform in certain simple prescribed modes cnly, ana It 1s 
ahost entlrdy restrwted to research tests where the rnam objective is a 
oomparlscn between theory and experiment. The empioyment of a semi-rigid 
I&& serves to defz.ne the kmematic properties of the moael precisely and 
thereby to reduce the uncert,aintles 1.11 the theory tc that extent. 

A common example of a semi-rigid model is that of a y7ing, cowkucted 
so that at the test speeds concerned It IS virtually rlgia in itself, but 
it is allowed freedoms in pitch about an axis along the ~iyin@; ana in roll 
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about the root. The motions of the v;ing-an pitch and in roll are separately 
restmined by appropriate swings. Such a model 1s allustrated in Fig.10 and, 
in terms of the wing mode termxnology commonly usea, it may be regCarded as 
possessing only the ~KJ degrees of freedom of 1Llear flexurc and unzfor~~ tvnst. 
For the purpsc of the tests the stiffnesses of the restraxnc.rS springs may be 
and ususlly are vCaried, but it is ~~potisnt that LI vaxy~ly these spring stiff- 
nessas the natural frequencies of the model in Its prescrioea modes should be 
kept well below the natural fk-equencies of the w.ng atself, whxch IS intended 
ta be effectively rig&. This sometsmes presents a problecl yrhen setrl-rigid 
models are used for high speed tests. 

An interestxg recent applacation of sema-rapid models at the R.A.E. has 
been to use them u flut+er tests to obtsin the aerodynsmac forces operating 
on the flutterang model. The serm-rigid model, as already mentloned, de?ines 
the kinematic proportles of the mcdel, and an consequence the flutter equataons 
for the model are likevise &Pined. Measuraaents are made of the airspeed and 
frequency, anC of the ;Implitude and phas d relationships between the degrees of 
freedom m a flutter con&itlon. Repeat mensurexants are made for different 
flutter conditions, obtained by varyang the spring stlf;hesses, and the aero- 
dynamic coefficients In the flutter equations are then obtasned directly from 
these equations on substltutlon of the measured quantcties. The method has so 
far been used for low speed tests only. 
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